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Abstract.

Friction force is the resistance to motion due to the interaction of a body with its

surroundings. The body and its suroundings in considel'ation are robotic joints and the

resistance to motion is cot¡lomb friction. Present-clay robot control systen designs have

neglected the integlation of an accurate friction moclel ancl are realizing unsatisfactory

control drrring fine motions. In this thesis, two approaches to accurate moclelling of
coulomb friction and six approaches to compensation are presented.

The two li'iction models are the Karnopp and the Reset Integlatol nioclels. The lir.st part

of this study compares and evaluates these moclels to pleviot¡s work through simulations.

The Karnopp model has bettel computing times and closer resembles the classical

stick-slip friction model than the Reset Integrator model. The Reset Integrator model on

the other hand is simpler to implement for various applications than the Karnopp model.

The second part of this thesis reports the results of an expedmental and simulation study,

conducted on an industrial manipulator, to evaluate the performances of six selected

friction compensation techniques. Experiments are performed and simulations ale

modelled on the base axis of a GCA/DK electric-driven lobot which has been rctrofitted

as a research manipulator. The main element of the controller is a simple PD control.

First, the addition of three modified integral actions namely, Reset Integral (RI), Rate

Variable Integral (RVI) and Reset Offset Integlal (ROÐ to this control is examined.

Next, the application of a slip friction feedforward compensator is evaluated. Finally, two

robust nonlinear compensators namely, Discontinuous Nonlinear Proportional Feedback

(DNPF) and Smooth Robust Nonlinear Feedback (SRNF) arc evaluated. Presently, there

is little or no experimental record of applying these techniques to an actual industrial

manipulator. Overall, the RVI, ROI, Feedforward, and SRNF compensators demonstlate

potential in creating more accurate and simpler compensators for friction, the SRNF

compensator displaying the most potential.
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simulated PD control w/Feedforwarcl compensation step responses: (a)

clisplacements; (b) 5.0 deg control signal breakclolvn.

S im ulated PD con trol w/Feedforward com pen sation tra.jectory resporì ses :

(a) displacenent errors; (b) 5.0 deg/s controì signal blealtclown.

sinlulated PD control w/DNPF compensation step r.esponses: (a)

displacements; (b) 5.0 deg conrrol signal breakclown ; (c) 2.5 deg control

signal breakdown.

simulated PD control w/DNPF compensation trajectory r.esponses: (a)

displacement erors; (b) 5.0 deg/s control signal breakdown.

simulated PD control w/SRNF compensation step responses: (a)

displacements; (b) 5.0 deg control signal breakdown.

simulated PD control w/sRNF compensation trajectory responses: (a)

displacement enors; (b) 5.0 deg/s control signal breakdown.
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Chapter I Introduction

1..1. Overview

Friction is the resistance to motion due to the interaction of a body with its surroundings.

There are three types of friction: r'olling, viscous, ancl stick-slip. Rolling friction is the

resistance dtle to the action of the bocly "pealing" away fì'om its interactin-t surrounclings.

Viscotts friction is the fesistance to motion proportional to the velocity of a body r,vith its

sttrrounclin-9s' Stick-slip fi'iction, also ref'errecl to as d¡y fì'ictio¡ or coulomb l'l.iction, is

the t'esistallce to sliding motion and is lelatecl to the normal force acting on a bocly.

Stick-slip fi'iction has two regions linkecl by an exponentizrl transition lï,45l. One region

is a static (stick) region in which there is no motion between the body and its
surroundings. The other is a dynamic (slip) r'egion when there is motion between the

body and its suroundings. The classical example of coulomb friction is shown in
Figure I a. In the static region, the fijction force is pl'oportional to the force acting on the

body adjacent to the direction of motion. In the dynamic region, the friction force is
arbitrary and changes when there is a change in dircction of motion. The maximum

friction force in the static rcgion is usually larger than the friction force in the dynamic

region. Rolling and stick-slip friction are both nonlinear in nature except that stick-slip

friction has a significantly higher proportion to normal force. Viscous and stick-slip

fi'iction can have the same magnitude, but viscous friction is continuous.

Stick-slip friction is one of the major contributing factors for problems associated with
accurate control in manipulators. The science of tribology has been contributing to the

rcduction of stick-slip friction effects by designing new and improved actuators, linkages,

and lubricants; however, dealing effectively with what remains is an ongoing challenge

left to control engineels [20]. Up to 25o/o of the torque produced by gear-driven motors

of robotic joints is dissipated in overcoming joint stick-slip fricrion tl0l. A similar
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Figure tr Stick-slip li-ictiorl rnoclels: (a)

observation was also macle in [19] f.or the IBM

robot. Stick-slip friction compensation must

robot controllers.

4
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Clzissical; (b) Karnopp.

7545 robot with high recluction harmonic

therefore be considercd in the design of

The initial step to dealing effectively with coulomb friction in manipulators is to derive
an accurate model and implement it in simulations for given applications. The classical

coulomb fiiction model was found computationally inaccurate in representing friction in
the static region due to the fact that static fijction occurred at zero velocity: computer

simulations could rarely give a perfect zero velocity output. Kamopp [20] introduced a

small region around zero velocity to eliminate this computation problem. For a velocity
within this region, static friction is considered to be applied. Another model was derived
with the idea of having many bristles "brush" along the surface acting as the friction
folce. This model took up a lot of computing time but was found to produce accurate

lesults [20]. To reduce the amount of computing time at the cost of accuracy, this model
was simplified by using only one single bdstle along with a damping coefficient [20].
Other models were also derived which only included dynamic friction and excluded static
friction. One such model was derived by Dahl [20]. Generally, the mole complex the

models wete, the more accul'ate they became and the more time they took to compute.
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The next step in dealing with friction is to implement control techniques that can

eliminate its effects. Fl'iction compensation is not as simple as implementing inverse

fi'iction models in the feedback loop [25]. There is in fact, many foms of fi-iction

compensators' Val'iotls techniques that have been developed to eliminate the effects range

fì'onl straightfbrward, nonmoclel-basecl strategies, i.e. strategies that clo not require a
complete knowledge of the dynamics of friction, to a more knowleclge-basecl a¡ci

cledicated approaches. A simple, nonmodel-basecl approach to recluce errors caused by

lì'iction is to apply a stiff PD control, i.e. a PD control with high proportional ancl vclocity
gains [9]' Instabilities n'ìay however occur due to a compliant clrive train, existence ol.

fì'ictional menlory, and the f¿rct that in practical situations, it is inipossible to obtain a tr.uc

derivative fì'om the measurements [1,6]. Integral actions are therefore utilizecl to
eliminate fl'iction-induced steady-state errors without the need of a high proportio'al gain

133,431- Although integral control eliminates tracking elrors, it may procluce limit cycling

about a set point for the class of coulomb fi'iction [33]. The limit cycle is produced by

the integral controller initially building up its signal until the manipulator breaks free from

stick friction. The manipulator then experiences overshoot and comes to rest on the

opposite side of the origin. This leaction continues again on the retum motion.

Various other control techniques were subsequently developed to more accurately

eliminate the effects of stick-slip friction. These techniques presently include adaptive

control, bang-bang (impulsive) control, joint torque control, repetitive or learning control,

nonlinear feedforward and feedback compensation, dithered control and table-lookup

methods 17 ,11,34,41,441. Adaptive control identifies friction online, but its compensation

signal is of a linear naturc and therefore inaccurate since it is compensating for a

nonlinearity 16,91; bang-bang control eliminates stick-slip enor using sudden changes in

torque which may add strain to the power tlain [6]; repetitive control requires cycling of
at least one trajectory to achieve precise control l44l; and methods based on the fi.iction

forward cancellation techniques only work well when the friction model is exactly known

or predictable. An excellent review on models, analysis and control tools for fi-iction

compensation can be found in Il,3,l l].



1.2 Objective

The objective of this thesis is twofold. The first objective is, using simulations, to

compare and evaluate two selected fi'iction models with respect to previous works. The

lirst nrodel is the Karnopp friction model l22l ancl the seconcl moclel is the Reset

Integrator friction model [20]. These models were selected over others for their potential

in being simple to utilize ancl their ability to procluce accurate, yet computationally quic¡
l'esults. Also, there is recorcl of evaluating these moclels for multiple-degree-of-freeclom

I'obotic ntanipulators. Both models will be evaluatccl in tcrms of simplicity, efficiency,

atlcl accul'acy. Sinrplicity will be evaìuated in terms of the numbel'of paranteter.s involvecl

in describing the friction model ancl the niathenatical flexibility of the moclel to ctiffèrent

applications, that is, its ability to adjust. Efficiency will be evaluated in terms of
computer processing time for the simulation. Accul'acy will be evaluated with respect to

how close the model rcsembles the classical friction model. Generally, the more accurate

friction models are, the more complex the models become. Previous works have sfudied

various friction models, some being complex and time-consuming U5,201. It is critical
and also difficult to develop an accurate, yet simple friction model. The significance of
this work also lies in the fact that there is no rccord of the Karnopp and the Reset

Integrator friction models being implemented in simulations of robotic manipulator

dynamics. The Karnopp and Reset Integrator models provide a step towards simple and

accurate solutions to modelling friction, specifically in robot joints. Viscous friction

modelling will not be considered in this study.

The second objective is to present a performance qualification, in both experiments and

simulations, of some techniques proposecl towards accurate control of manipulators with
joint stick-slip friction. This study is mainly concemed with methods that require a

minimum knowledge of the friction model, and thus can be easily adopted in practical

situations. The first three techniques are integral-based. The first integral method is a

variatiotl of tladitional integral control with a reset action. The second integral method
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namely, Rate-Variable Integral (RVI) L29l has been chosen for its efïectiveness during

initial start as well as its ability to control integral windup. The thircl integral action is

called the Reset-Offset Integral (ROI) [35] and was recently proposecl to remove the

steady-state errors observed in positioning of hydlaulic actuatols with flow deadbancls.

The next controllel' uses fèedfbrwald to compensate fol' slip friction only. The last two

control techniques fall into the category of feedback compeltsators. They are the

Discontinuous Nonlinear Propoltional Feeclback (DNPF) control [39'ì, ancl the Smooth

Robtrst Nonlinear Feeclback (SRNF) contlol [6]. All six techniques have been selectecl

based on a number of reasons. First, they have been recently developecl r,vith goocl

theoletical backing and have shown expelimental potential. Seconcl, in spite of their.

provell potential, lhere is little or no experimental record o1 applying thenr on actual

robotic manipulators. Third, they appeal'to be easily adclecl (plugged-in) to any pD-type

controller without disturbing the controller structule. Finally, they seem to be less

dependent on the friction identification whose characteristics arc par.tially known.

The significance of this part of the work also lies in the fact that all the above selected

compensation techniques ale, for the first time, experimentally compared on an existing

industrial robot, and under the same experimental environment. In particular, the use of
an integral action is only discussed in most friction conhol literature as a motivation for
more complicated strategies which, according to Armstrong-Hélouvry et al. in [1], "... is
in direct contrast with its widespread use and with the variety of techniques developed

to circumvent its shortcoming." These experiments permit us to compare the results

obtained fi'om the same manipulator and environment system, and draw conclusions about

capacity of modified integral actions as opposed to more complicated algorithms in
producing the desired effect in practical situations.

The simulations were lun on a 50 MHz, 486DX personal computer based on a

fourth-older Runge-Kutta variable step algorithm using double precision [32] and the

experiments were pelfotmed on the base joint of an instl'umented GCA/DK-2600

electrically actuated manipulator with a harmonic-drive transmission. per-forming tests
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on the gravity-inclependent, single degree-of-freedom (dof) link eliminates the effects of
glavity and coupled dynamics.

All the experiments in this thesis are also performecl in simulations to further stucly the

inflLrence caused by chan-eing the physical paranreters in the moclel or the controller ancl

also, to confirm that the observations made from the experiments truly r.eflect the nature

of the controllers and not some intrinsic properties (such as gear backlash) inher-ent to any

real-world industl'ial systen. The structure and physical parameters of the marripulator.

used in the simulation were chosen to rcsemble the GCA/DI<-2600 robot.



Chapter 2 Modelling Coulomb Friction

2.1 Model Descniptions

z.I.L Karnopp Model

When trsing the classical coulomb friction model (Figure la) for simulations, an exact

v¿tluc of'zcro for vclocity can not bc computecl for the static re-9ion of co¡lomb fi.iction

allcl the model r,vill end up not conrpnting the fi'iction fblce or tolclue in that r.egion.

Karnopp first defìned a region -D,.<V < D,., where D,, is a niinute velocity. Outsicle this

region, the friction force, F,, is clynamic ancl is a sign fìlnction of the velocity, V, as

shown in Figure 1b. Inside this region, V is considerecl zero and { is static deteminecl

by other forces in the system as long as V remains in the region until the maximum value

of static friction force is reached. When the driving force exceeds the maximum static

friction fotce, the body accelerates and shortly after, the magnitude of V will rcach D,, and

the model will switch from the static region to the dynamic region. Summadzing for a

linear application,

(1)
lFo

Fr=lF,
IFts

s8n(n

ssn(n

lvlrP,
Vl<Du

VI<D,
and lF,l<F,
and, lF,l>F"

where {, is a constant value of dynamic or slipping fi'iction, F, is an input force parallel

to the direction of motion, and { is the maximum static ol sticking friction force. A
block diagram of the Karnopp model for a single mass system is shown in Figure 21221.

When choosing the parameters for the Karnopp model, one has to know the maximum

static frictiott, {, the speed at which dynamic friction is attained, D,,, and the dynamic

friction, {,. Choosing D,. depends on the compliance on the interacting surfaces. For
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Forexample, for metal interacting with metal, compliance is small, therefore D,. is small.

rubbel' interacting with lubber, compliance is large, therefore D,, is large.

Note that this model has not provided a "stancl-alone" model of coulomb friction, but an

approach for moclelling dynamic systems that contains coulomb friction. In other worcls,

a new fì'iction model has to be developed fol evel'y different application. In some

applications, the Karnopp nrodel becomes difficuìt to integrate into a dynaniic system

Ieaving no choice but to focus attention on other methocts of nrodelling fì.iction.

Figure 2 Kamopp stick-slip friction model block diagram.

2.1.2 Reset Integrator Model

The Reset Integrator model, unlike the Karnopp model, escapes the difficulty of deriving

a new model for each different application and can be easily integrated into applications.

The Reset Integrator uses an auxiliary integrator to represent the phenomenon of coulomb

fi'iction, hence the name of the model. A block diagram of the Reset Integrator friction
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model is shown in Figure 3 1201. The input to the Reset Integrator model is the velocity,

V, between the body and its surrounclings. This input is comparecl to the output of a

nonlineal' block that has the effect of turning off the input to the integrator with a given

break-fi'ee deflection, ¡t,,, accor.ding to the conditions below:

p=O

þ=v

V>0 anã p>po

or
V<0 and p<-po

otherwise

(2)

In the static rcgion, tlre Reset Integratot'becomes a spring-nrass system with clanrpin-9 eurcl

represents fl'iction lbrce as a function of position via thc position var.iable, 7.r. Thus, lol-

a given sprin-g-mass with nìass r??, the fiiction force in the static region becomes

Fr=K,(7+a)p+þp fo, lpl.p,
where

F _F.
e,- " o

Fd

F.
Kr=J

po

P =0.707\f8,0+a)m

(3)

(4)

(a)

(b)

(c)

In the dynamic region, I becomes zero and. when integrated, becomes a constant value,

p. This value of p is then multiplied by K,. to get a value of dynamic friction foÍce F,,,

ie.,

Fo=KrP

When choosing the parameters for the Reset Integrator model, one has to know the

maximum static friction, F", the static damping coefficient, Ê, the breali-fi.ee deflection,

¡to, 'and the dynamic friction, F.,. choosing p,,, just like choositrg Du, depends on the

compliance of the intel'acting surfaces. The spring rate, K,. is set to a value so that when

p is at an extrcme, the fi'iction force, K,p, equals the dynamic fi'iction value. The static

(s)
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ftigurc 3 Rcset Integrator stick-slip lì'iction nroclel block clia-sram.

fi'iction gradient, ¿¿, adds the requilecl additional lì'iction when sticking such that the

maximum static fi'iction force is achieved. The damping term, pp, is in the equation to

include dissipation for oscillations that occur once the system has entered the static

rcgion. These oscillations quickly dissipate into the sunounding material as heat as the

moving body comes to rest. If there is no information in regards to damping in the static

rcgion, the damping factor can be set using Equation (4c) above. Equation (4c) is derived

from the dynamic equation of a spring-mass system with linear viscous damping at Il2.,lz

the value of critical damping. For example, deriving the critical damping of a single mass

with Reset Integrator stick-slip friction is as follows:

mÍ+Fr=g (6)

Substituting for'{ using Equarion (3),

mi,+K,(l+a)p+þp=0

Letting p: x and rcarranging,

(t)

nK
ft+!¡+J(I+a)x=Omm

(8)
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The characteristic equation becomes

,r*þ ,*5(r +a¡=gmm

Solving fbr r using the quadratic equation,

K_4J(L+a)
m

For cl'itical clanrpin_9,

therefore,

þ 
",=21rc,1wa\m

For unknown conditions, 8.. is multiplied by a factor of llTtl2 to become identical to
Equation (4c). Note that Þ tnay add extra static friction forces exceeding the maximum

given static fiiction, F,.

This approach to computing friction does not requirc great changes for each application

as is in the Kalnopp model. As one can realise; however, there arc morc parameters to

consider than the Karnopp model. Also, simulation time suffers since the calculation of
p involves another state for each degree-of-freedom (dof).

(e)

(l 0)
p

m

B--+
m

(L\'-oL(1,a)=o
\m) m

(ll)

(t2)
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2.2 F riction Simulations

2.2.1 Model Validation

The pr"rrpose of this section is firstly, to evaluate previous rcsearch on the Karnopp and

Reset Integratol stick-slip friction models and secondly, to study the effect of stick-slip

friction in manipulators on a theoretical level. Evaluating the two friction models

involves reploducing previous simulations on stick-slip friction in linear moti<ln f-ound in

t20). Ploceeding into original worlt theu allows us to more closely study stick-slip

fi'iction in revolute manipulators. This includes intloclucing l<icl<-bach acceler¿itioll into

the nrodels.

A variable, time-step algorithm is used for the simulations. To determine the required

step size with a ceftain degree of accuracy, the algorithm compares the results of each

time step using a dimensionless value, eps. With this value of eps, the algorithm

determines whether to incrcase or decrease the time step accordingly. The value of eps

used in our simulations is 2.0x10-4.

2.2.1.1 One-Degree-of-Freedom (dof) Spring-mass.

The first example to be considered is a one-degree-of-fleedom spring-mass system as

shown in Figure 4. The dynamic equation for this system is as follows:

KVot=mV+XIVatrn, (1 3)

where V" is the input velocity to the system. The properties and conditions for this

example are given in Table 1. These parameters for coulomb friction are rcasonable

considering the body weighs approximately one newton. Dynamic friction is assumed to

be only a sign function of the block's velocity. The parameters selected fol this model

are given in Table 2.
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Figure 4

Table 1

One-do1' spling-mass.

Properties and conditions for one-dof spring-mass.

Description Value

¡2, block mass 0.1 kg

F.,, dynamic friction 0.20 N

F,, maximum static friction 0.25 N

K, spring constant 100 N/m

V,, input velocity 0.002 m/s

t, time 5.0 s

The selection of parameters for the Karnopp model only depends on choosing a value for

D,,. For this case, D,, was set to a value of one percent of the step input velocity, V,.

Haessig and Friedland in [20] selected this value after trying several larger values and it
was felt that the valtle of V" was already sufficiently small. The static and dynamic

friction values were set in accordance with the given values of F, and {,, respectively.
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Table 2 Friction model parameters for one-dof spring-mass.

Model Parameters Value

Karnopp D,., static velocity range 2.0x 10-s m/s

F., maximum static friction 0.25 N

{,, dynanric friction 0.20 N

Reset Inte_erator p,,, static friction range 1 .0x l0-5 nr

K,, spring rate 2.0x10-4 N/m

F, damping coefficient 30 N/(m/s)

(r, static fì'iction 
-graclient 0.25

The Reset Integlatol has palameters to calculate. The static fi'iction range 7;,,, is selectecl

with a minute displacement. Knowing the static and dynamic f ictions, F" and F,,, and

using the selected value of the static friction range, 1t,,, the spring Íate, K,., the static

friction gradient, a, and the damping coefficient, þ, are calculated accorcling to the given

formulas in Section 2.1.2. Note that the formula for p is merely a guideline and should

be used if no other information regarding damping in the static region is given.

The simulation time histories arc given in Figure 5. Comparing plots, both models

exhibit the same staircase behaviour of position versus time caused by periods of slipping

separated by periods of sticking as shown in Figure 5a. The fijction forces, however,

differ in their static regions. The static friction forces of the Reset Integrator model in

Figure 5c, unlike the Karnopp model in Figure 5b, peaks with quickly dissipating

oscillations. This phenomenon is due to the nature of how the Reset Integr-ator functions

in the static region of friction according to the given equation in Section 2.1.2 for static

fi'iction forces.

Both models' resr¡lts coincide with that presented in [20] except that of the static friction

forces for the Reset Integrator model. Unlike the plot given in [20], the static fr-iction

force peaks al'e at unifotm values each time the block sticks. When single prccision was
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Figure 5 One-dof spring-mass results: (a) displacement; (b) Kamopp fi.iction
force; (c) Reset Integrator friction force.

used in this present program, the peaks were not uniform and the results coincided with

those in [20]. When double precision was used however, accuracy was increased and the

uniform peaks were attained. The authors probably did not have the required accuracy

to attain these uniform peaks because only single plecision was used in their simulations.

The peaks and oscillations in the Reset Integratol model are unlike the static friction

forces as in the Karnopp model. It is believed that the extra static fi.iction is developing

from the damping coefficient, F. In previous trial simulations, reducing B reduced these



peaks, but at the same time, reduced oscillation dissipation due to less damping.

other hand, itrcreasing B increased these peaks. These peaks ancl oscillations

nature of the Reset Integrator model and cannot be avoiclecl.

Computing times fol' each model is given in Table 3. Note that the time period, /, of this

simulation is 5.0 s. The Reset Integrator model was approximately twice as slow fol.two

possible t'easons. Filstly, the Reset Integratol moclel leqr-rired numelical integr.ation of a

third state, 7.r, ¿rnd secondly, the variable step integrator lequirecl more steps for

"tip-toeing" throu-9h the areas ol'static friction where the oscillations occurrecl.

T'able 3 Computing times lbr one-clof spring-mass.

Model Computation Time (s)

Karnopp 0.44

Reset Integrator 0.99

2,2.1.2 Two-dof Spring-mass

The second example to be considered is a two-degree-of-freedom spring-mass system as

shown in Figure 6. The dynamic equation for this system is as follows:

where V" is the step input to the system. The properties and conditions for this example

arc given in Table 4 and the friction model pat'ameters are listed in Table 5. The letter,

/?, r€presents the block numbeL, for example, m,, fot n:I,2 are the masses of block I and

block 2, respectively.

16

On the

al'e the

r'ü'"1 
= lî ffiT)- [.1f' ilff,T;,fl 

. ( #,,)
(14)
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Table 4

Two-dof spring-mass.

Properties and conditions for two-dof spring-mass.

Description Block I Block 2

mtú mass 0.1 kg 0.1 kg

F*,, dynamic fi'iction 0.10 N 0.20 N

F,,,, maximum static friction 0.15 N 0.30 N

K,,, spring constant 100 N/m 200 N/m

V,, input velocity 0.2 mls t<0.25 s

0.0 m/s È0.25 s

¿r, time 0.5 s

Note that the Karnopp model changes for the two-degree-of-fieedom example. Instead

of having only two cases, ie. sticking and slipping, in the two body example, there are

now four cases: (l) both bodies are sticking, (2) the first body is sticking and the second

body is slipping, (3) both bodies are slipping, and (a) the firsr body is slipping and the

second body is sticking. These four cases are now what makes up the Karnopp model

for the two-degree-of-fi'eedom spring-mass in Figure 6. Reconfigur.ing for different

applications is one of the Kamopp model's drawbacks.
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Table 5 Friction model parameters for two-dof spring-mass.

Model Parameter Block 1 Block 2

Karnopp D,.,,, static velocity range 1.0x10a m/s I .0x l0-a m/s

F.,,, maxilnum static friction 0.r5 N 0.30 N

F,,,,, dynamic frictioll 0.r0 N 0.20 N

Reset
Integlator'

¡),,,,, stíLtic friction range I .0x 10-s m I .0x l0-s m

K,,,, spring rate 1.0x104 N/m 2.0x104 N/m

8,,, damping coefficient 40 N/(m/s) 40 N/(m/s)

rr,,, static friction gradient 0.5 0.5

The simulation results for this example are shown in Figure 7. The Kamopp moclel

results matches the lesults in [20]. The stick friction values for the Reset Integrator are

once again higher than the given values of stick friction as shown in Figure 7b.

Computing times for both models is given in Table 6. Note that the time period, ¡r, of this

simulation is 0.5 s. Computing times for the Karnopp model is identical to its
one-degree-of-freedom simulation but slower than the Reset Integrator model.

One would expect the Reset Integrator model to be slower because it has an extra state

to calculate but unlike the one-degree-of-fi'eedom example, there are less oscillations in

the static fijction region to slow down the computation time. Since there are less

oscillations, the variable step integrator code requires less steps to "tip-toe" through the

static region. Computation time in our case therefore, does not only depend on the

number of states lequired to compute, but also the number of steps required in the

variable step algorithm.

Table 6 Computing times for two-dof spring-mass.

Model Computation Time (s)

Karnopp 0.44

Reset Integrator 0.38
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2.2.2 ManipulatorAnalysis

There are presently two methods of deriving the dynamics of a multiple

degree-of-fleedom manipulator: the Lagrangian method and the Newton-Euler method.

The Lagrangian method of forward dynamics calculates only the moment reactions at

each joint and the Newton-Euler method of forward dynamics calculates the moment

reactions as well as the reaction forces at each joint. Friction in robot joints can result

from the notmal forces applied by the input torque from the actuator and the reaction

forces at the joint of the arm. In this thesis, only the Lagrangian method will be

implemented.

I
ì
ll

ll------l
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2.2.2.1 One-dof Manipulator

Figure I One-dof nranipulator.

Considel' the one-degree-of-fi.eedom manipulator as shown in

all the weight of the robot is concentrated at the ends of each

for this system is as follows:

Figure 8. It is assumed that

link. The dynamic equation

Tu=næ12Ø+7, ( 1s)

The properties and conditions for this example are given in Table 7. Notice the values

of the maximum static friction and dynamic friction are a little less than 257o ofthe input

torque, the amount of torque dissipated to overcome friction in robot joints according to

Craig in [0].

The fijction parameters ale given in Table 8. The static velocity range, D,, is given a

value based on what is mentioned in Section2.l.l. It is assumed that the interacting

sutfaces arc steel gear teeth from harmonic drives having negligible compliance and

thercfore the value of D,, is small. All values of the Reset Integrator model are calculated

using Equations (4a), (4b), and (4c) given the value of the static friction range,¡r,,. This

static friction range is selected based on the selection methods in Section 2.1.2 and,



Description Link 1

m,, penduhJm mass 1.0 l<g

/,, pendulum length 1.0 m

F,,,, dynamic 1ì'iction 1.2 Nnr

F*,, maximum static friction 0.96 Nm

7,, Input tolque 6.0 Nm

0,, initial joint angle 0 deg

/, tinlc 5.0 s

21

Table 7 Properties and conditions for one-dof manipulator.

Table 8 Friction model parameters f'ol' one-dof manipulator.

Model Parameter Link I

Karnopp D,,r, static velocity range 5.7x10-a deg/s

L,¡, maximum static fijction 1.2 Nm

7,,,, dynamic friction 0.96 Nm

Reset Integrator pot, static friction range 5.7x10-a deg

K,.r, spring rate 1700 Nm/deg

pr, damping coefficient 4.3 Nm/(degis)

a1, static friction gradient 0.25

assuming the interacting surfaces arc steel. The initial condition for the joint angle, 0,

is zero or the manipulator hanging straight down.

The resultant plots are given in Figure 9 for the Karnopp and the Reset Integrator models.

With regards to the Karnopp model, static friction being greater than the dynamic fi.iction

only occurued on the fìrst two instances where the manipulator entered the static region.

The Reset Integlator on the other hand, static friction was grcater than the dynamic

friction every time the manipulator entered the static region. This is a familiar trend of
the Reset Integrator due to the model's viscous damping experienced during sticking to
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dissipate oscillations. The angular velocities for both models however, tum out similar

to each other'.

The computation times for the one-degree-of-fi'eedom manipulator are given in Table 9.

Note that the time peliod, r, for this simulation is 5.0 s. The Karnopp model has a faster

time than the Reset Integrator model. This is due to the same two reasons as mentioned

in Section 2.2.1.1 and Section 2.2.7.2, morc so the second reason of requiring more time

steps during the static friction legions in the Reset Integrator model due to clissipating

oscillations.

Table 9

Model Computation time (s)

Karnopp 0.16

Reset Integrator 0.44

Computing times for one-dof manipulator.
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2.2.2.2 Two-dof Manipulator

Consider now, the two-degree-o1'-freedom manipulator with friction in Figure 10. The

dynamic equation for the two-degree-of-freedom manipulator is as follows:

.(,:).in) ( 6)

(t7)

@rotl

ð,ôr l
N

orot 
I
I

@,ß^)

Drrrf
I

tDzzzJ

'"lrg,
Ð*llo,

lq, \l'tlt* I

\"2)

lD,,-l
P,,

Ðru, Dr,

Ð"r, Ðu,

whel'e

Ð 
r r= {wt, * uue z)l? * m rÊ *2wø 

zt J zeos(g2)

D ur= ne r$ maarl, /reos (02)
In - Jrsuz!-Mrz

Ðu=wzÉ,

n=ß
-ll1 *

Ð t tz= Ð tzt = Ð tzz= - ffi 2Jrlrsin(02)
Ðrrr=wtrlrlrsím(02)

Ðzrz=Ðzzr=Ðzzr=0

Ð r={we r+wa")g/rslm(0r) +¡¡ezglzsim(O1 +@z)

Dr=m'gl'sim60u +0r)

Aid in derÌving the dynamics of a two-degree-of-fieedom manipulator using the

Lagrangian method is given in [10]. The properties and conditions fol both links of this

model were based on the previous example. Two step input tolques ale applied at each

joint. These properties and conditions are given in Table 10 and the fiiction parameters

for the two fi'iction models are given in Table 11.
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Figure 10 Two-dof manipulator.

Table 10 Properties and conditions for two-dof manipulator.

Description Link I Link 2

m,,, pendttlum mass 1.0 kg 1.0 kg

{,, pendulum length 1.0 m 1.0 m

F,,,,, dynamic friction 0.08 Nm 0.06 Nm

{,,,, maximum static friction 0.10 Nm 0.075 Nm

7",,, input totque 0.4 Nm 0.3 Nm

0,,, initial joint angle 0 deg 0 deg

t time 5.0 s



Model Parameter Link 1 Link 2

Karnopp D,,,,, static velocity range 5.7xlja
cleg/s

5.7x10 a

deg/s

I",,, maximunr static friction 0.10 Nn 0.075 Nm

7,,,,, dynamic friction 0.08 Nm 0.06 Nm

Reset
Integrator

¡tu,,, static lì'iction range 5.7x10-s deg 5.7x10-5 deg

K,.,,, spring ratc I 400
Nnr/deg

1 000
Nm/deg

þ,,, damping coefficient 3.8
Nm/(deg/s)

-1.-)

Nm/(deg/s)

tt,,, sfatic fi'iction gradient 0.25 0.25

25

Table 11 Friction parameters for two-dof manipulator.
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Table 12 Computing times for two-dof manipulator..

Model Computation time (s)

Karnopp r.10

Reset Integrator 3.46
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A special assumption has to be made for this example with regards to the Kamopp model.

Just as in the two-degree-of-freedom spring-mass, the two-deglee-of-freedom manipulator

has four cases. The case in which both joints are in the dynamic region is simple to

derive but the three othel' cases where at least one joint is in the static region becomes

complicated. The reason for this clifficulty is that therc arc kick-back accelerations

coupling on the links producing a torque which is dilectly affecting the static friction

force modelling. To include these into the simulation, one must overhaul the algorithm

to include some type of iteration ol utilize the accelel'ation fi'oni the previous time step.

For these results, the coupled accelerations are assumecl negligible. The Karnopp moclel

tr.vo-degree-o1'-fi'eedom simulatioll can be broken up into l'our cases, namely:

Case (l)

Case (2)

Case (3)

Case (4)

Solving the friction components using Equation

07=0, 0r=0

0¿0,0,=Q

0.=0,0,+0

0,+0,0r+0.

[r.-n.
T_¿LI^Ír 

lT,rsgn(Tn)

4 Írr-ø,Ån=lr,pgn(Tu\

(16) for Case (1):

lxgl<Å r,
lTol>T"t

lTpl<T"z

Itr l>T"z

(1 8)

For Case (2):

Tn= Torsgw(Ør)

{ Ð^^ "ô

ou=1ru{*rur6l"Ðr}--ñrur-{Ðrru6l+Ð}-rrrnlrrl<r,z

@æsw{Tu} lT¡21>r,z

( te)
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For Case (3):

Fol Case (4):
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Figure 13 Two-dof manipulator velocities and accelerations, Karnopp model:
(a) Iink 1; (b) link 2.

Neglecting these coupled accelerations in the Karnopp model is invalid. The accelerations

at approximately t:1.25 seconds and t:2.5 seconds shown in Figure 73 are examples of
magnitudes of accelerations when both joints are sticking (notice both joint velocities are

zero 
^t 

these instances). The Reset Integratol model is not directly affected by the
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collpling accelerations since its static friction model is only a function of the joint

velocities. An iteration loop added to rectify this problem would likely slow clown

computation time making the algorithm inefficient. Utilizing values of acceleration from

the previous time step would be a quicker solution but not as accurate as having

iterations. Utilizing the values from the previous time step will however.be more accurate

than having no acceleration component.

Let us now include the accelerations of the previons time step, /,,-,,, into the Karnopp

fi'iction equations. From Equation (16), for Case (l):

r - = [T' r-Ði * [D, r 
ö r6 _ e 

.'/)12ö2qu_ 
u,n UIrr | <?t 

" 
r-Ít ylr",sgn(T¡) lTxl>T,t ())\

r, ̂  = IT 
" 

- Ð r- [D, u 
ö, 

r, - rl 
* D 

"16 
r<o - u>l I Tf 

,21 
<T 

"z"fl 
\T"rsgra(T*) ¡ful>T"z

For Case (2):

For Case (3):

For Case (4):

TO= T*sgn(Ør)

y 
^ =þ ; @ 

"r 
rØl * D r') - (Ð 2n6 r(u - rt 

o Ð oör¡, -, ¡) lT ¡21 
<T 

"zr¿ (æsn(Tu) lTpl>T"z

(23)

( ""
r^.=lTt-{P1116í*Ðu'}-(Ðrrörcu-rl*Ð11611r-r¡}rt 

[4nsra(T'o]
tru= tr¿ssn(6")

lT¡J<T"t
lT¡71>T,t

(24)

TO= Torsgn(@r)

tru= T¿sSn{fJr)
(2s)
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With the addition of the acceleration components, the stick-slip friction results for. both

joints changes slightly as shown in Figure 14. The only parameter changed for this

simulation was the value fol' D,:5.Jxl0'3 degls. The computation time incrcases to 70

minutes on a NCD Workstation. The reason for this large increase in time is due to the

sudden spikes of acceleration occuning close to zero velocity (as shown in Figure 13).

The variable-step algorithm continuously iterates in this region to achieve a result within

the accuracy of eps. Another obsetvation is that maximum stick friction is achieved only

in some parts of the simulation where the velocities arc within the range of D,,. The

simulation program does not save data from all of the times because of a limited data file

size the plotting program, RPlot, could take. Also, when the joint velocities are both

within the range of D,,, ie, Case (a), the stick frictions oscillate between the maximum

values of stick fi'iction. These oscillations arc from the maximum values of stick fiiction

switching back and forth from limit to limit, creating spikes in the accelerations.

0.5

f 

- 
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2.3 Detailed Analysis of Friction Models

The previotls section displayed the simulation performances of both fi.iction models;

however, it did not advance into great detail on the mechanics of either moclel. Graspin_q

the corlcept behind the Karnopp model and especially the Reset Integrator moclel is

difficult. The purpose of this section is therefole to gain a better understanding of both

nodels through simulations. The chosen sinulation is a block moving along a stick-slip

fì'ictional surface. Glasping the concept behincl these tlvo friction models is necessary to

lÌrlly understancl thenr for r,vhen they are implementecl in simulations.

This analysis starts by fìrst bleaking down the moclels into simpler forms and then aclcls

on components until the final products. The analysis of these simpler forms will not be

covercd in this thesis, only the analysis of the complete models will be covered. For both

models however, each state will be analyzed, with the aid of plots. That is, for the

Karnopp model, the states would be the input force, acceleration, velocity, and fijction
force. Fol the Reset Integrator, the states would be the input force, acceleration, velocity,

velocity variable, position vadable, and fijction force.

Three different types of input forces are applied to the block. First, a square wave input

force is applied for studying transients, then a triangular wave input force for ramp

effects, and fînally, a spring with constant velocity input as done in Section 2.2.1.1.

Analysing the friction models this way proves to be effective in displaying the mechanics

of each model in motion as well as analysing exactly how and why these models perform.
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2,3.L Karnopp Model

2.3.1.1 Square Wave Input Force

Table 13 Parameters for square wzrve input force on a single mass, Kamopp
model.

Descliption Value

rz, block mass 1.0 kg

{,, dynamic friction 0.6 N

f., rlraximuni static friction 0.8 N

F,, input force +1.0 N squarc wave

D,., static velocity range 0.001 nVs

t, time 8.0 s

Consider the square wave input force induced on the block using the Karnopp model as

shown in the plots in Figure 15. The parameters for this simulation are given in

Table 13. It should be noted that in this analysis, slip friction is set at approximately

2570 less than that of stick friction. First, the block is initially at rest. Suddenly, an input

force of one Newton is applied to the block. Since the block is at zero velocity, the

friction force is in the sticking region. The sticking force however is too small to match

the input force and there is an imbalance of force causing the block to move. Once the

block exceeds the value of the static velocity range, D,,, the friction force switches from

stick to slip friction. Since the slip friction is less than the maximum stick friction, the

acceleration jumps to a slightly larger value. After one second, the input force drops to

zero and the velocity of the block starts to decrease. Once the block's velocity decreases

to the value of D,,, the friction force switches from slip back to stick and since the input

force is zero, so is the stick fi'iction force. At two seconds, the input force becomes

negative one Newton and the same stick-slip trend occurs except in the negative rcgion.

The same stick-slip trend follows for the lemainder of the simulation.
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A small value of the static velocity range, D,,, reduces the amount of time sticking and

also reduces the value of the velocity of the block when it is at rest. Note that this is

how the Karnopp model operates. Once the velocity reaches the static velocity range,

either from the positive or the negative region, the slip friction switches to stick. In the

plots, the velocity is close to zero when the velocity is near tD,,.
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?.3.1.2 Triangular Wave

Table 14 Parameters

Input Force

for triangulal'wave input force on a single mass, Karnopp
model.

Description Value

rru, block mass 1.0 kg

F.,, dynamic friction 0.6 N

{, maximum static fliction 0.8 N

F,, input force +1.0 N triangle wave

D,., static velocity range 0.001 m/s

/, tinre 8.0 s

Consider now, the triangular wave input force test with the resultant plots shown in

Figure l6 with the parameters given in Table 14. Let us go through the plots star.ting at

the initial conditions. The block is initially at rest, therefore, the friction force is in the

stick region. The input force steadily increases, stick friction matches it resulting in

cancelling out acceleration and keeps the block from moving. Once the input force

reaches the maximum value of stick friction, the friction force cannot match the input

force. An imbalance of force occurs resulting in an acceleration and the block starts to

move. Once the velocity rcaches D,,the fijction force switches from sticking friction to

slipping friction. This value of friction is less than the maximum stick friction, therefor€,

acceleration jumps up. Soon after, the input folce starts to decrcase linearly. This

decrease in force decreases the acceleration which in turn eventually slows down the

block until it reaches the positive value of D,,. Once the velocity rcaches this value, the

friction force switches back from slip to stick and, since the input force is less than the

maximum stick friction force the sticking force takes on the value of the input force. The

value of velocity however, is still not zero. In fact, it has remained at D,, when the

velocity of the block initially was slowing down and entering the stick region. The

velocity of the block will remain at this limit until the input force exceeds the value of
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maximllm stick friction. This occurs just before the three second mark. Once the input

force exceeds the value of maximum stick friction, acceleration clecreases resulting in the

velocity to be decreasing starting from +D,, and then going into the negative velocity

region. This trend repeats itself a few more times until the end of the simulation.

Generally, for best results, D,. must be Iess than one percent of the maxintum velocity of'

the object. For this case, D,, is 0.001 m/s, a good estimate since the maximum velocity

is slightly lalger than 0.1 m/s.
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Figure 16 Triangular wave results, Kamopp model: (a) F,; (b) V; (c) V; (d) Ft,
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2.3.1.3 One-dof Spring-mass Revisited
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Let us now proceed to the detailed analysis of the simulation in Section 2.2.1.1: input

force induced by a spring attached to the mass with a constant velocity. The parameters

used are the same as in Section 2.2.1 .1 (Table I and Table 2) except that the simulation

time is only 2.0 s. The simulation results are shown in Figure 17 . The input force is the

0.6 0.8
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difference between the displacement of the constant velocity ancl the displacen-rent of the

block multiplied by a spring constant as shown in the first two plots. Acceleration is the

difference of the inputforce and the friction force as shown in Figure l7c, velocity is the

integral of acceleration as shown in Figure l7il, and finally, the resulting fr.iction force

in Figure 17e.

2.3"2 Reset Integrator Model

2.3.2.1 Square Wave Input Force

Table 15 Parametel's 1br squzu'e wave input l'ol'ce on a single nrass, Reset
Integratol model.

Description Value

m, block mass 1.0 kg

Fr, dynamic friction 0.6 N

F", maximum static fijction 0.8 N

F,, input force +1.0 N square wave

po, static friction range 0.0001 m/s

K,, spring rate 6000 N/m

B, damping coefficient 55 N/(m/s)

a, static friction gradient 0.33

t, time 8.0 s

Consider the square wave input force. The results are shown in Figure 18 using the

parameters in Table 15. Starting at initial conditions, when the block is at rest, a input

force of one Newton is suddenly exerted to the block. Since the friction for-ce for the

Reset Integrator model comes from the combination of the velocity variable and the

position variable for sticking and both are initially zero, the initial friction force is zero.

These variables quickly respond to the input force, the position variable ancl the velocity
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variable quickly inclease to give a value of stick fì'iction until the position limit, p, is
leached' The value of friction however, is gleater than the given maximum friction value.

The sudden change in input force causecl the Reset Integrator moclel to add the position

variable with a significant velocity variable ploclucecl clue to the sudclen change. The

combination of these two variables causecl the resultant stick friction to be greater than

the given stick friction value. Recall that once the p leaches ¡;,,, the friction lbrce changes

flom stick to slip. The block is now moving in the slip region of fi.iction. Just aftet- one

and a half seconds, the block slows clown and goes into the stick region again. Once the

velocity variable goes below zero velocity, the position variable starts to decrease. This

is when stick friction in the Reset Inte-9r'ator occurs. Since in this case, the position

val'iable is in the positive region, ancl the fliction force is going to clecr.ease to zer.o, the

fì'iction force calculated by the Reset Integrator becomes positive for a slight moment and

then drops to oscillate about the zeto point of friction force, and finally settles. This
damped oscillation is the natute of the Reset Integrator model because in the sticking

region, it calculates friction using a second order system using the position variable and

the velocity variable. Reiterating, the spike just after one and one half seconds is from
the previous condition of the position variable and the damped oscillations are from the

second order system of the velocity and position variable. The same trend appears in the

other following stick regions in the simulation.

2.3.2.2 TrÍangular Wave Input Force

Consider now, the triangular input force simulation. Plots of the simulation are shown

in Figure 19 using the parameters in Table 16. Compared to the square wave input force,

the trÌangular wave input force displays the effect of how the Reset Integrator operates

to calculate its stick-slip friction in steady state, that is, when there is little effect of the

velocity variable in the stick region. Initially, the block is at rest with an input force
linearly increasing and the friction force accurately following the input force to cancel it
out. Once the input folce teaches the maximum static friction, the position variable has

reached ¡t" and the Reset Integrator switches into the slip mode and the position variable
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Table 16 Parameters for triangulal wave input force on a single mass, Reset
Integrator model.

remains at the value, po lor calculating slip friction. As the input force proceeds on its

downward slope, the velocity of the block reaches a maximum velocity and starts its

decent towalds zero velocity. Once the block reaches zero velocity, the position variable

starts to decrease indicating the start of the switch from slip back into stick mode. The

transition from slip to stick for the Reset Integrator model is not as smooth as the

transition from stick to slip. As shown here, the Reset Integrator's sticking region first

starts at an unrealistic spike produced by the initial condition of the position variable

previously used for calculating the slip friction. It then oscillates and settles on the final

value of stick friction. After the stick friction settles, it once again matches the input

force magnitude resulting in cancelling out acceleration and therefore producing a zero

velocity of the block until it reaches p, indicating to switch stick to slip fr.iction once

again as in the beginning. This time however, the position variable is opposite in sign.

The same trend continues for the remainder of the simulation.

Description Value

nr, block mass

É-,,, dynamic fi'iction

F., maximum static friction

F,, input folce 11.0 N triangle wave

p,, stick friction range 0.0001 m/s

K,, sprin_g rate

B, damping coefl'icient 55 N/(m/s)

¿¿, stick 1i'iction gradient
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2.3.2.3 One-dof Spring-mass Revisited

Consider now the Reset Integratol'moclel with input force inducecl by a constant velocity

acting on a spling attached to the block. The simulation plots ale shown in Figure 20 anci

the parameters used are the same as in Section 2.2.1.1 (Table 1 ancl Table 2) except that

once again, the simulations times are 2.0 s. As mentioned in the Karnopp cliscussion of
the spring-mass model, the input force is generated via the clifference between the

displacenient of the block and the displacer-nent proclucecl by the constant velocity.

Initially, tl-ris produces a linearly increasin-e force on the block which is equally oppose¿

by a sticking friction force produced by the Reset Integrator moclel. Once the Reset

Integratot' position variable reaches 7r,, to inclicate ntaxinlum sticlt lr.iction, the moclel

smoothly switches from stick to slip friction and the block begins to move. The velocity

of the block increases due to the sudden input of acceleration produced by the spring,

peaks, and then starts to decrease. Once it reaches zero velocity, the Reset Integr.ator

kicks in the stick friction as rough as usual. The same trend then repeats itself over again

starting with the block initially at rest and building up a stick friction resistance until it
reaches the maximr¡m value of the position vadable, switching from stick to slip friction,

the block moving, and so on.
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2.4 Summary

In the spring-mass and manipulator simulations, the Reset Integrator excels in the area

of simplicity; however, the Karnopp moclel pulls through in computing times ancl

accuracy. The Reset Integlator niodel is mathematically sirnpler than the Kar.nopp moclel.

It is true that the Karnopp model has less parameters to consider, but its downfall is that

it is not a tt'ue stand-alone lì'iction moclel. That is, the Kalnopp model has to be moclifìed

lor each different application. The Reset Integrator is sinple to use because it is truly

a stancl-alone fi'iction moclel allowing the user to lvorry less about having to cler.ive the

model fbr each dif'ferent application. For example, the Reset Integratol can easily moclel

coulomb fi'iction in multiple deglee-of'-fì'eeclom manipulators whereas the Kar.nopp moclel

has to make questionable assumptions to move on. The crucial problem with the Karnopp

model is including the kick-back accelerations in the two-degree-of-freedom manipulator.

On the other hand, it shows consistent efficiency in computation time and has better

accuracy in rcpresenting the classical stick-slip friction model. The Reset Integrator

model is not too reliable and not too accurate. [n some cases, the Reset Integrator

simulations slow down where there is significant dissipating oscillations in the static

regions' The Reset Integrator model can slow down computation time as much as three

times slower than the Karnopp model for the manipulator simulations. Also, the Karnopp

model is more accurate in a sense that it stays within the limits of the given values of
stick friction, whereas the Reset Integrator model sometimes predicts stick friction values

greater than the maximum defined. If the Reset Integrator's representation of static

friction, which is the possible reason for its inaccurate static friction forces and its

inconsistent computing times, were rectified, then the model would be an asset for
modelling coulomb fiiction.
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Chapter 3 Friction Compensation

The dynamics of a one-degree-of-fi'eedom, gravity-independentmanipulator with stick-slip

fi'iction is as follows:

T,=.1Ø o+nþ6 o*Tt (26)

whel'e 0,, is the actual position, r¿ is the gear latio, å is the motor viscons fi.iction, ancl J
is the total irlertia. 7, is the stick-slip friction clisturbance clescribecl ill the classical forniat

as bclow:

in, g"=r, lT,)rtr,
Tr=\Trsgw{T) 0o=0, lT,lrT,

[f"rns*{0") 0o+0

(27)

The applied torque is T,:nK/Çv(r), where K, is the motor torque constant, K" is the

cunent amplifier gain, and v(t) is the control voltage input to the amplifier.

We first start with having a PD control which is widely used because of its simplicity.
More advanced controllers also often incorporate PD control such as computed torque or

resolved-acceleration controls. We then build the featured compensation shategies around

it. The control signal, v(t), can therefore be written as follows:

v(r)=KoO"+ Kþ,+v,(t)

where 0":0.¡0., is the etror signal, K, and K,, are the proportional and the derivative gains,

respectively. v"(r) is the compensation signal.

The block diagram of the control system is given in Figure 21. l represents the motor

curent and t is the motor torque before the gear transmission. The featured

(28)
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pl'oduce the addedcompensatol's

compensation

are plugged-in to the compensator block and will

voltage, v,(t).

Controller

Figure 2l Control block diägram of an electric-clriven nranipulator base with
feeclback compensati on.

The simplest integral action is the conditional reset integral

,, ro\ =[v"(t-ðr)+K,@,ôú l0"l <@,r
vc\út p louloo,,

3.1 Overview of Compensation Controllers

3.1.1 Reset Integral

described as follows:

(2e)

where K, is the integral gain, 0,., is the range in which the integlal action is active, and

ðr is the sampling time. The integral is only active at small position errors to reduce the

effect of the integral windup due to large position step changes. The use of such an

integral action, however, is not without a price, and may promote limit cycles with some

types of friction models [33,39,43]. The block diagram of the reset integral is given in

Figure 22a.
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(d)

Figare 22 selecred compensarion techniques: (a) RI; (b) RVI; (c) RoI; (d)
Feedforward; (e) DNpF; (Ð SRNF.

3.1.2 Rate Variable Integral

Morse et al. in [29] developed a variation of an integral action in which the integrator is

coupled with a rate-varying multiplier. The method, termed Rate-Variable Integrator

ßVD' is tuned low at high speeds to permit smooth tracking without overshoot. At low
speeds, the integral action in tuned high to remove the steady-state errors. This methocl

is seen to substantially reduce the enors due to mechanical stiction and to improve

settling time and repeatability. With reference to Figure 22b, the RVI signal is
fomrulated as follows:

v 
"(t) 

=[v 
"{t 

-õ r) +Kdoe ô r]f -+" I
\ v *0"",,¡

(30)
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where yl(y+0,,2) is callecl the rate-varying factor. The rate-varying factor can be as high

as unity when the actual velocity, 0.,, is zero, indicating a full power of the integr.ator, ancl

approaches zero in a continuous fashion as the velocity increases. The integr.al control

is therefore active when the Ioad velocity is low in which period, sticking is imminent.

The constant gain, y, in Equation (30) actually cletermines a cutolT velocity between what

is high and what is low.

3.1.3 R.eset Offset Integral

Towards eliminating steady-statc errors observecl in a class of PD-controllecl hycL.aulic

Itittllipulatol's, an algorithm was ploposecl [35] which uses an integr.atot. termed the

ReserOffset Integrator (ROI), whereby the control measure of the steady-state effor.

obtained fi'om PD contl'ol is used as an offset to be added to the current control action.

The integrator action is only active when the absolute velocity error (0.,-0,,) becomes

smaller than a certain valLte, V,.o,. A zerc velocity enor is the indication of a system

which has come to a steady-state error and that the PD controller has done all it could to

reduce the errol. The PD controller output is then essentially a measure of the

steady-state enor. This measure is therefore utilized as an added control, namely offset.

Referring to the block diagram in Figure 22c, upon the activation of the offset integral

block, two loops become active: the integrator loop and the timer loop. The timer loop

delays incrementing the compensation control signal, v.(t),untilthe desired time,2,.,,, has

elapsed. This loop then forms a new offset conü'ol signal to be added to the pD control

signal, v,r. Refelring to Figure 22c,the RoI signal is formulated as follows:

v"(/) =v"(f-Trolor*

The compensator block remains active as long as the velocity

threshold V,..,,. When the velocity and position errors leduce

output goes to zero and the offset value rcmains constant.

exceeds the zero neighboulhood, defined by Vn,,, the offset

error Lemains within the

to zero, the PD conü'ol

When the velocity error

is set to zero and stays

(3 t)
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inactive. This is done by multiplying the forwald path of the integrator loop by a zero

(see Figure 22c). This integlator in fact belongs to the class of conditional integrators.

Utilizing velocity error instead of velocity to control the integration l'ate, has an aclvantage

in that, the integral will only Ieset in situations wherc winclup is a possibility, i.e., when

the set point is changing too rapiclly for the systent to fbllow or cluring the velocity

reversal.

3.1,.4 Feedforward Cornpensation

The tèedlbrward contpensâtol eliniinates 1ì'iction el'l'ects in a cliflèrent ntanner. than the

other selectecl compells¿ìtors. Instead of getting 1ì'iction information fi.onl feedback, this

compensator relies on offline friction information and applies it to the controller. in a

feedfolward fashion. Feedforward has the advantage of producing a smoothel. control

signal as compared to that of feedback tsl. Also, accor.ding to Dupont and

Armstrong-Hélouvry [11], feedforward is the most commonly used technique for. friction

compensation. With reference to the block diagram in Figure 22d,, the feedforward signal

is as follows:

no ={å"ffs''c(Ô) (32)

Tuning the feedforward compensator involves

Offline identification of the slip friction voltage

lØol'va
16ol=vr

only adjusting the velocity

equivalent is also required.

range, v,,

3.1.5 Discontinuous Nonlinear Proportional Feedback

The Discontinuous-Nonlinear-Proportional Feedback (DNPF) compensator proposed by

Southward et al. [39] falls in the class of nonlinear bang-bang control. This compensator

has been tested numerically, and within limited experiments not including implementation
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on an actual manipulator. Refen'ing to the block cliagram in Figure 22e, the DNpF

compensation signal is genelated as follows:

". ,,o -fo lØ"1>ØuorØu=t
t/c\ei - 

{xo[orryæE@")-û,]l otkerwße

x.) --
0.='ffi&+e,JK

(33)

where

(3+¡

The valtte, r.',,,.*, is a voltage-equivalent value equal to the maximum value of stick fi-iction

tol'que resistance and e is a positive value to insure the compensation signal exceecls this

value. Tuning the DNPF compensator involves a knowledge of the stick friction value.

3.1.6 Smooth Robust Nonlinear Feedback

The Smooth Robust Nonlinear Feedback (SRNF) compensator proposed by Cai and Song

in [6], uses the hypelbolic tangent function for compensation. With reference to

Figure 22f , the compensation signal is gener.ated as follows:

vo(ú) =v","tamJh(ø0")

vnß=v$ick+8

v./,c* once again represents the maximum voltage-equivalent valne of stick friction, and e

is a positive value ensuring that the value, v,,,, is gl'eater than the voltage-equivalent value

of stick friction, just as in the DNPF compensator. The value, cx,, is a positive number

used to adjust the degree of smoothness of the hyperbolic function tanh(aO"). Changing

cr will change the shape of the function tanh(...) with the extreme cases of being a

bang-bang controller as cx,-)co and having no compensational effects as cr-+Q. To our

knowledge, the SRNF compensator has not yet been implementecl in any experimental

situation despite its theoretical backing.

(35)

(36)
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3.2 Experimental Test Station

Figure 23 DK robot experimental test station.

An electrically actuated, GCA/DK-2600 five degree-of-freedom articulated robot with
hatmonic drive tlansmission was retrofîtted with an extemal controller to establish a

platform for experimentally testing various control algorithms. The main feature of the

test station is its open hardware structure with high computational capacity and good

software programmability so as it can easily take on different controls. A picture of the

DK robot is given in Figure 23 and a block diagram of the hardware configuration for

this testbed is shown in Figure 24. The components of the extemal controller consist of
a 486l50MHz personal computer with a Metlabyte M5312 quadrahrre incremental encoder

card, a DAS-16 analog-to-digital (A/D) card, and a DDA-06 digital-to-analog (D/A) card.

The encoder cad leads encoder signals from the DK robot's native quadr.ature encoders

which have an accuracy of +0.00242 deg. The A/D card is capable of receiving +5 V
signals from input devices, such as a joystick, with an accuracy of +0.00488 V. The D/A
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card is capable of sending +5V signals with an accuracy of +0.00488 V to the current

amplifiers. The Pulse-Width-Modulated (PWM) cunent amplifier that drives the base DC

nrotor works at a switching frequency of 22 KHz and converts the input voltage signal

to an outptlt current at a gain of 3 A/V. The rectified DC power supply or.iginates from

the manipulator native controllel' AC power supply. The sampling time was selected at

20 ms. Joint velocities are calculated fi'om the joint position clata using five-point linear

regression.

ENCIDTR SIGNALS

M!T!R
CURRENT

Jt]Y
STICK

Figure 24 Experimental test station block diagram.

Pleliminary expeliments were performed to estimate the amount of torque dissipated

through stick-slip friction on the base axis. Similar tests to identify friction dissipation

can be found in 127,41. The value of stick fijction was estimated by slowly ramping up

IK R[B[T

NATIVi

CINTRILLIR

EXTERNAL
Ct]NTRDLLER
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the motor totque via the control signal on the base joint from rest until it began to move.

A value for slip friction was estimated by slowly decrementing the motor torque via the

control signal on the slow moving joint until it stopped. We repeatecl these tests along

the range of the axis in both dilections of rotation. On average, a control input of
apploximately 0.40 V lvas lequilecl to overcome stick friction torque resistance and 0.38

v to overcome slip fi'iction torque resistance. with the current gain, K,,:3.0 A/v, motor

torque constant, K,:0.1 Nni/A, and the gear ratio, ¡z: I 800 (500: 1 for harmonic clrive, 3.(r: I

lbr spur gear), the total torque requirecl to overco¡rre stick ancl sli¡r fr.iction was 216 Nnl

and 205 Nm, tespectively. These torques weïe, =8o/o of the total achievable motor torque

o1'2700 Nm.

3"3 Experimental Evaluation

3.3.1 Benchmark Tests

The experimental benchmark consisted of a number of desired paths for. the purpose of
comparing different characteristics of the featured control systems. Two sets of tests have

been chosen. The first set consists of three step inputs: 5.0 deg, 2.5 deg, and 1.0 deg, to

evaluate the controller's ability to regulate and to clearly display transient responses. The

second test was a set of two trajectories, to test the ability for following the rcference

changes. We genelated the trajectories using the method outlined by Paul in t3ll.
Referring to Figule 25, the tracking tests were a 50 deg rotation in both directions at 5.0

deg/s, and a 25 deg rotation at 2.5 deg/s.

In our experiments, we tuned the PD control gains and the parameters of the

compensators to produce a response with the least amount of overshoot, fast rise- and

settling-time for the step input response of 2.5 deg. The gains and parameters werc then

kept fixed throughout the remaining tests, including the tracking responses. An overview

of the gains and parameters used for each controllel' ale given in Table 17.
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Table 17 Parameters for selected compensators.

Controller K,,
V/deg

K,t
V/(deg/s)

Compensator Parameters

PD 1.0 0.15 NiA

PD w/RI 0.17 K-4.0 V/(deg.s), I e" | <0.5 Oeg

PD øRVI K,:150 V/(deg's), Ê:0.05 (deg/s)2

PD w/ROI 7,.",:140 tfls, V,.o,:2.33 deg/s

PD w/Feed
forward

V r-0.001 deg/s, v,¡¡o:0.3'7 Y

PD w/DNPF 0,,:0.40 deg

PD w/SRNF 0.25 v,,,.,:0.40 V, a:100 deg-t
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3.3.2 PD Control

The lesponses to the three step inputs as well as the response with an addecl friction to

the 5'0 deg step are shown in Figule 26. The adcted friction was proclucecl by applying

a braking force to the gravity-inclepenclent axis. All responses clisplayecl different

frictional effects. Depending on the initial conclitions, gains, and the values of stick-slip

fi'iction, a nonzero equiliblium resultecl with a phase portrait similar to those obtained in

t331. In the trajectoly responses, steacly-state errors resulted, just as in the step input

responses, in addition to tracking emors. The tlacking errors ancl control signal are shown

in Figule 27. The position el'ror, ancl the contlol signal fbr the 5.0 cleg/s tra.jectory r,vas

slightly Iarget' than the 2.5 d,egls trajectory. This larger control signal is believecl to be

due to the increased viscous friction as a result ol'increasecl velocity.
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a addcd friction

Figure 26 PD control step response displacements.

One way to overcome frictional disturbance is to increase the stiffuess of the controller,

i.e., by increasing the ploportional and derivative gains. This however, has the drawback

in that it makes the system sensitive to the payload, mechanical rigidity as well as the

sensor characteristics. For example, in our experiment, when the proportional gain, Ç,
was increased by five times and K,,was roughly doubled, the position etror was rcduced

approximately four times. However, due to the noise amplification, the control signals

werc quite oscillatory (see also [9] for a similar observation). The noise in the encoder

feedback signal was especially magnified when it was clifferentiated to calculate the
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velocities' Experimental results of some of the selected compensators with high gains is

given in Appendix A.2.
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Figure 27 PD control trajectory responses: (a) displacement enors; (b) 5.0
deg/s control signal breakdown.
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3.3.3 Reset Integral

The addition of the reset integral action reduced the steady-state errors in the step

rcsponses. However, the integral signal became slightly oscillatoly (hunting around the

set point) as seen in Figure 28. The integral signal did not wind down fast enough once

stick friction was overcome, resulting in an overshoot, and consequontly generated a limit
cycle as cited by others 133,431. The above observations suggest that the friction prcsent

in our experiments must have the same properties as stick friction, whercby there is an

initial buildup and drop in force from the static to the dynamic level. This obseruation

is consistent with the initial friction measurement as was described in Section 3.1. The

tlajectory responses, as shown in Figure 29, exhibited low steady-state and tracking erors.
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Figure 28 PD control w/RI compensation step responses: (a) displacements; (b)
5.0 deg control signal breakdown.
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3.3.4 Rate Variable Integral

Referting to Figure 30, the RVI worked well and was quite effective in eliminating

steady-state elrors. In the regulating tasks, the hunting due to stiction was eliminated,

since the nonlinear rate varying factor, y/(y+A"1, allowed the use of higher integral gain

at low velocities. Also, because the entire accumulated integral was iteratively multiplied

by this factor, the integral seems to reset itself at high velocities thereby eliminating the

problem of windup and overshoot. However, for that same reason, the integral failed to

eliminate tracking errors in the trajectory responses as shown in Figure 31. These

tracking errors are due to the fact that the method specifically pertains to controllers

where the rate varying factor approaches zero in the presence of large velocities.
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(a)

Since the ROI has similar ftaits to integral action, it was to no surprise that the results

displayed some similarities. Nevertheless, the ROI compensator seemed to have better

eliminated errors caused by stick friction than the reset integral action and better

eliminated enors caused by slip friction than the RVI as shown in Figure 32a. Notice the

stepping characteristic of ROI compensation signal in Figure 32b from the time interual,

T,o¡, The ROI action also seemed to increase the response speed during the trajectory

tracking response, as seen by smaller tracking error sizes in Figure 33a compared to those

of the RI action in Figure 29a. Overall, the ROI action seemed to sufficiently reduce the

enors caused by friction using its own variation of integral action. Therc was less position

error during tracking, than the rate-variable integral, without incurring any noticeable

penalties for the step inputs. By keeping the velocity error threshold low enough, the

ROI block would be active only duling the initial lesponse to a step, where the stiction
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is imminent, and it would not be active at high speeds, thereby eliminating the integral

windup ploblem as well.
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Figure 32 PD control w/ROI compensation step responses: (a) displacements;
(b) 5.0 deg control signal breakdown.
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3.3.6 Feedforward Compensation

The proposed feedforward compensator eliminated slip friction errors with a smooth

compensation signal, but did not eliminate stick fi'iction en'ol's. The feedforwarcl slip

1ì'iction compensator eliminated tracking errors as shown in Figure 35a with a snooth

control signal. Overall however, this compensator displayed the stability of a slip liiction

compensation signal through feedfbrwar.d action.
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Figure 34 PD control w/Feedforward compensation step responses:
displacements; (b) 5.0 deg control signal breakdown.
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Figure 35 PD control w/Feedforward compensation trajectory responses:
displacement errors; (b) 5.0 deg/s control signal breakdown.

3.3.7 Discontinuous Nonlinear Proportional Feedback

The step response for DNPF compensation for the 5.0 deg step as shown in Figure 36a

displayed a steady-state effor. This error is most probably the result of stick friction

being undercompensated. The system might have been experiencing friction breakaway

characteristics as a function of angular position. In the 1.0 deg and,2.0 deg steps, the

compensator eliminated the steady-state en'or. The breakdowns of the total control signal

into compensation signal, v,(t), and, PD control signal, vt,oft), for the 5.0 deg and 2.5 deg

steps are shown in Figure 36b and Figure 36c. These oscillations seen in Figure 36c are

from the discontinuous nature of the DNPF compensat or at zero position error producing

a bang-bang effect. Care must be taken in choosing a value for e in Equation (34) - too

large a value will overcompensate stick fi'iction and may cause sustained oscillation; too

35t5l0

(a)
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small a value will leave steady-state errors. Our observation showed that the DNPF

compensator is quite sensitive to this parameter.
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Figure 36 PD control w/DNPF compensation step responses: (a) displacements;
(b) 5.0 deg control signal breakdown; (c) 2.5 deg control signal
breakdown.

As for the trajectory lesponses, the tracking errors of the DNPF compensator in

Figure 37a was as lalge in magnitude as those in a simple PD controller responses. AIso,

refeffing to Figure 37b, the trajectory control signal displayed some oscillatory behaviour

when the manipulator was brought to a stop in either direction. The compensator was

only active during small position errors; once the position error exceeded the range of +0¡,



in Equation (33), there

oscillations also appeared

still in the range of +0¡.

was no friction

at the beginning

compensation.

of the trajectory
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Referling to Figure 37b,

since the position error was
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Figure 37 PD control w/DNPF compensation trajectory responses: (a)
displacement effors; (b) 5.0 deg/s control signal breakdown.

Generally, the DNPF compensator performs similar to a bang-bang controller. The

bang-bang control effect occurs around the zero position error, but when given ample

time, these oscillations stop and the compensator eliminates the steady-state error.

Bang-bang compensation should, however, be avoided since, sudden changes in torque

magnitudes could be potentially harmful to the long-term wear of the hardware [6]. For

the DK robot, the magnitude of these impulsive torques were in the range of +220 Nm.
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3.3.8 Smooth Robust lllonlinear Feedback

The responses of the SRNF compensator improved to those of the previous compensators.

The palameters of this compensator, v,,,., and c{,, wel'e first adjusted to have the least

amouttt of overshoot lbl the step input responses of 2.5 deg. The responses shown in

Figure 38, possess significantly reduced steady-state errors. The tracking performances,

using the same gaitrs as in the step responses, are shown in Figure 39. The larger'

tracking error presented in the 5.0 deg/s as compaled to the 2.5 degls is clue to the

increasecl viscous fi'iction resistances. Referling to Figure 39b, the SRNF compensator

elinlinatecl both stick ancl slip fì'iction by having a ban-e-bang type action to eliminate

stick fi'ictiorì erlors ancl a constant signal to eliniinate slip friction effects.

_T Ì- _J--r-_-i-.f--T-J l _i
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Figure 38 PD control w/SRNF compensation step responses: (a) displacements;
(b) 5.0 deg control signal breakdown.
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Figure 39 PD control w/SRNF compensation trajectory responses: (a)

displacement enors; (b) 5.0 deg/s control signal bleakdown.

3.3.8.1 Robustness Tests

Table 18 Parameters for SRNF compensation Robustness Test.

Test Yr," (V) cr (deg-l)

I 0.5 100

2 0.2 100

J o.4 300

4 0.4 5.0

To bring further insight into the SRNF compensator, more tests were performed with

variations on the values of the parameters, y,,,,, arìd cx,. The step responses wefe excluded

from these tests since the trajectory responses show roughly the same results. The values

used for each test are given in Table 18. When the value of v,,,. incleased, i.e. the friction
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was overcompensated, the tracking errors decreased as shown in Figure 40a.

Overcompensating the friction may, however, risk giving rise to the control signal

oscillations as is seen from Figure 40b. Using a low value of v,,,, produced large tracking

el'rot's as shown in Figure 41a. This is due to undercompensating the stick friction as

shown by the low compensation signal in Figure 41b. As shor,vn in Figure 42, using a

high value for cx produced oscillatory control signals similar to the case in which a high

value of Ìr,,,. was implemented. The oscillations, howeveL, did not originate fì'om

overcompensating friction, but l'ather fi'om transforniing into a discontinuous (bang-bang)

compensator. SIip friction, however, was still compensated by a constant signal

(Figure 42b). As shown in Figure 43, reducin-q cr made tanh(...) less el'fective, ancl

produced this result. Throughout these tests, however, the SRNF compensatot'remained

stable. These tests therefore stlengthen the claim of Cai and Song in [6]: the SRNF

compensator is indeed a robust compensatol.
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3.3,8.2 Friction Tests

To bling yet ftirther insight into the SRNF compensator,2.5 deg/s trajectory tests werc

performed to evaluate the effect of added friction. Only using the 2.5 deg/s trajectory

from the benchmark was sufficient to display the added friction characteristics of the

SRNF compensator. Two tests were performed: constant additional friction and variable

additional friction. A summary of the test parameters are given in Table 19. Friction was

added by simply wedging a wooden block to act as a brake in between a stationary and

moving part of the DK robot base axis. Variable friction was added by manually

applying the wooden wedge occasionally during the execution of the trajectory.

The friction petfotmance results revealed a number of characteristics. For one, the SRNF

compensator is not adaptive. As shown in Figure 44, when friction is added, the

compensator only eliminates the amount of friction it was previously assigned. The

3025I5
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additional friction therefore remains uncompensated. Similar to when friction was aclcled,

the SRNF conÌpensator did not adjust to the variable fi'iction added to the system as

shown in Figure 45. The friction compensation values should therefore be checked often

using an offline identification algorithm or perhaps even an adaptive algorithm. From

these observations, we could say that the SRNF compensator r,vould work well in an

environment where there is very little variation in friction.

Table 19 Parameters for SRNF compensation Friction Test.

Test Friction y lV) a 1de-er)

added 0.49 20

2 varied 0.49 20
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Figure 44 PD control w/SRNF compensation, Friction Test 1: (a) 0"; (b) v"(t).
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3.4 Simulation Comparison

Researchers often turn to simulation as a tool to help answer questions experimentation

cannot answer. There are benefits for using simulators. For one, there is no

responsibility of handling the expense of experimental equipment. The equipment could

also be time-consuming for the setup. Simulations are flexible to sftrdy performance

characteristics of a selected controller. In our case, the simulation comparison brings

insight to the characteristics of the selected compensators that the experiments were

unable to show. These simulations will also help in studying future selected

compensators befole experimentation.

25t0
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The simulation architecture is based on the fourth-order Runge-Kutta fixed step algorithm

1321. A variation of Equatiort (26) is the dynamic equation used to model the base axis

as follows:

^ 
_nKrK^(v(t)-Tî-bØ^\v¿--*-- 

J
(31)

whele the input sigttal, v(t), the friction torque, T,, and the DC motor viscous fr.iction, å,

are all in units of volts. For modelling friction, we used the Karnopp friction model foL

this application according to Equation (l). Note that we are only using a

one-degree-of-freedom gravity-independent system, there is no concern fbl.

multiple-degtee-of-freedom, gravity-dependent complications. The values of inertia, gear.

l'atio, motor torque constant, and viscor¡s friction, are required in the simulations. Inel.tia

was determined by inputting a constant signal to the base axis, calculating the

acceleration, simplifying Equation (26) to T,=Jj,,, and solving for -/. The gear train on

the base axis consisted of a large spur gear and a harmonic drive. The gear ratio was

calculated by counting the number of teeth on the spur gear and multiplying that number

by the given gear ratio of the harmonic drive which was located on the casing of the base

axis motor. The values of motor torque constant and viscous friction were then

determined by comparing the experimental to the simulation results of the PD controller.

A summary of these parameters is given in Table 20 and the parameters for the Karnopp

friction model is given in Table 21. The controller parameters for the selected

compensators used in these simulations are the same as per Table 17. Joint velocities are

calculated just as in the experiments from the joint position data using five-point linear

regression.



Parameter Value

-/, base axis inertia 20 kg'm2

iz, gear ratio r 800

h, DC motor viscous fi'iction 0.02 V/(deg/s)

K,,DC motor torque constant 0. l0 N'm/A

K,,, current amplifier gain 3.0 A/V

76

Table 20 Parameters for DK lobot base axis.

Table 2l Karnopp 1ì'iction model parameters l'or DK robot simulations.

3.4.1 PD Control

The simulated responses for the PD controller were very accurate to its experimental

counterpart. The simulated responses to the three step inputs shown in Figure 46 arc

identical to those of the actual experiments: each step input response displayed the

different effects of a PD controller when stick-slip friction has a significant influence on

the system. The simulated trajectory responses as shown in Figure 47 also show

similarities to the experimental results but with less noise present. This presence of less

noise in the simulation could mean that some source of noise generation was not

considercd in the simulator mathematical model. There is no induced noise in these

simulations. The additional noise in the experiments which are not included in the

simulations are due to sol¡rces such as electrical noise and gear backlash.

Parameter Value

D,,, static velocity range l.0x l0-o deg/s

i"., maximum static friction torque 0.40 v

f,, dynamic friction torque 0.38 V
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3.4.2 Reset Integral

The reset integral action simulation was hunting around the set point in the step responses

just as in the experimental results as shown in Figure 48. This enforces what was

observed eallier in the experimental responses and what was cited by others [33,43]. The

friction present in our experiments is therefore stick fi'iction. The trajectory responses as

shown in Figure 49 are similar to the experimental results.
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3.4.3 Rate Variable Integral

The simulated results of the RVI action are shown in Figure 50 and Figure 51 for the step

and trajectory responses, respectively, and are similar to the experimental results except

f'or less noise in the tracking errol's in the trajectory responses. Similar bang-bang action

occurs near the zel'o error just as in the experimental results. This is due to the integral

control signal hunting around zero elrol'.
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3.4.4 Reset Offset Integral

The ROI step responses as shown in Figure 52 ctisplay similarities to the experimental

l'esults and the tlajectoly responses as shown in Figure 53 display nlore oscillations than

those in the experimental results. These increases in oscillations conlil be ciue to a slight

deviation of the physical ploperties used in the simulation.
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Figure 52 Simulated PD control w/RoI compensation step responses: (a)
displacements; (b) 5.0 deg control signal breakdown.
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3.4.5 Feedforward Compensation

The simulated step responses given in Figure 54 display accurate results compared to the

experiments but the trajectory responses -9iven in Figure 55 are slightly different to the

actual responses. This cliscrepancy could be once again due to a slight deviation of the

physical propefties used in the simulation. Bang-bang action is still present but not as

prominent which could bc the result of the absence of backlash in the gear train or less

noise plesent in the control signal.
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Figure 55 Simulated PD control w/Feedforward compensation trajectoly
responses: (a) displacement enors; (b) 5.0 deg/s control signal
breakdown.
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3.4.6 Discontinuous Nonlinear Proportional Feedback

The simulated responses of the DNPF compensatol is given in Figure 56 and Figure 57

fol step and trajectory responses, respectively. Just as in the experimental responses,

these responses also show the oscill¿rtions at the 2.5 deg step input l'esponses. A limit

cycle must be present fbr that area of the system.
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3.4.7 Smooth Robust Nonlinear Feedback

The simulated responses to the SRNF compensator are given in Figure 58 ancl Figure 59

for the step and tlajectoly responses, respectively. The step responses al'e accurate to the

actual responses. As fol' the trajectol'y responses, once again less noise is present in the

control signal and differences in tracking en'ors is present clue to no viscons friction

compensation.
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3.5 Summary

This chapter documented the digital implementation ancl evaluation of selected integr.al

and nonlinear fèedforward and feedback controllers for compensatin-e the effècts of

stick-slip friction. The analyses complisin-g of siniulation and experimental components

were conducted on the base axis of an instrumented, industrial electric robot with

harmonic gear drives.

Pcrforming these expeliments luìfillecl thc featurecl fi'iction compensators' experimental

potentizil and blought valuable insight to their techniques. The RI compensatol' fails to

eliminate the effects of'fi'iction throu-eh proclucing oscillations ancl therefore displays the

need for a better friction compensatot'. The RVI compensator eliminates steady-state

el'rors from stick friction; however, it does not eliminate tracking el'r'ors from slip fi'iction.

The ROI conpensator improves the performance of the integral control by reducing the

startup errors and oscillations caused by the interaction of friction and integral gain. The

feedforward compensator eliminates noise generated from feedback compensation and

creates a smoother compensation signal. The DNPF compensator eliminates the

steady-state errors due to static friction; however, it has no slip friction compensation.

The SRNF compensation method eliminates the majority of the position errors caused by

stick-slip friction in both regulating and tracking tasks with the least amount of unwanted

control signal oscillations comparcd to the other compensators.
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Chapten 4 Conclusions

4.1 Contributions

This study contributes to the areas of stick-slip friction simulation and compensation.

Stick-slip fl'ictioll is first studied by analysing two distinct models, the Karnopp model

and the Reset Inte-grator model, in terms o1'simplicity of the model, computin_e time, and

accuracy to the classical stick-slip fiiction model. The Karnopp model has quicker

computing times and resembles closer the classical fì'iction ntodel than the Resct

Inte-ereitor model but is unique lbr each diflerent application. The Reset Integratol on the

other hand, is flexible to apply on different applications but is not accurate in resembling

the classical fi'iction model and the computation times are slower than those of the

Karnopp friction model.

Six selected stick-slip friction compensation techniques on a PD-based controller are then

studied on a one-degree-of-freedom, gravity-independent robot manipulatol in both

experiments and simulations, namely, three integral methods (RI, RVI, and ROI), one slip

friction feedforward method, and two feedback methods (DNPF and SRNF). The tests

performed on the selected friction models and compensation techniques in this study

brought insight to their characteristics. The RI compensator eliminates steady-state errors

from slip friction but hunts about the zero displacement errol when compensating for stick

fi'iction. The RVI compensator eliminates the en'ors fi'om stick friction but it does not

compensate for slip friction. The ROI compensator eliminates the steady-state errors from

slip friction and stick fi'iction similar to that of the RI compensator but it does not hunt

about the zero displacement eil'or when compensating for stick friction. The slip friction

feedforward method compensates for slip friction using a smooth signal; howevel', it does

not compensate for stick friction. The DNPF compensator eliminates only errors from

stick friction using a bang-bang compensation and sometimes hunts about the zero
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displacement error. The SRNF compensator eliminated both stick and slip friction en'ol's

using the tanh(...) ft¡nction with the minimal amount of oscillations compared to the other

selected compensatot's. Overall, the RVI, ROI, Feedforward, and SRNF compensators

demonstrate potential in creating nÌore accurate and sirnpler compensators for friction, the

SRNF compensator displaying the most potential.

4.2 RecornmexÌdations

In the arca of f iction sinrulations, onc m¿ìy contl'ibute to thc inrproventent of'thc Karno¡rp

fliction nrodel towards its flexibility to diff'erent applicati<tns as well as implovements to

hanclling kick-bacl< accelerations in multiple-degree-o1'-fieeclom manipulzrtors. One

possible approach to handling the kick-back accelerations would be to add a hyperbolic

function (such as in the SRNF compensator) to smooth out the transitions between stick

and slip.

It is also recommended to continue studies on the ROI, RVI, Feedforward, and SRNF

compensators. These compensators could implement viscous components in their'

algorithms and perhaps some of these compensators could be combined to make up a

hybrid compensator. Multiple-degree-of-freedom, gravity-dependent tests should also be

petformed to study the effects of acceleration and gravity on these compensators.
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Appendices

4.1 Independent Two-dof Spring-mass

The purpose of this simulation is to study the performances of the Karnopp and the Reset

Intcgrator models in a two-degree-of.-freeclom situation with less dependence on either

blocks. A diagram of the two-degree-of-fi'eedom spring-mass is given in Figure 60. The

clynamic ec¡uation for the inclependent, tr,vo-deglee-of-freedonr spring-nlass is as follor,vs:

(38)

The properties and conditions used are given in Table 22, and the friction model

parameters are given in Table 23. Results of the two models are given in Figure 6l and

Figure 62. For this test, a sine wave is used as a position input for the simulation instead

of a ramp position input for a given amount of time. The sine wave input will display

the same frictional charactedstics just as in the constant velocity input tests. Both results

are quite similar to the previous spring-mass tests.

-n lo
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Figure 60 Independent two-dof spring-mass.
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Table 22 Ploperties and conditions for independent, two-dof spring-mass.

Tablc 23 Fliction model palameters for independent, tr,vo-dof spring-niass.

Description Block I Block 2

l7?,,, mass 0.1 kg 0.1 kg

F,,,,, dynanÌic fi'iction r.6 N r.6 N

F.,,,, maximum static friction 2.4 N 2.4 N

K,,, spring constant 100 N/nr 100 N/m

V.,, input velocity nl1 cos(4nr) m/s

¡, time 0.7 s

Model Parameter Block I Block 2

Kamopp D,.,,, static velocity range 2.0x10-5 m/s 2.0x10-5 m/s

F,,,, maximum static friction 2.4 N 2.4 N

F,¡,,, dynamic friction r.6 N 1.6 N

Reset
Integlator

po,,, static friction range 1.0x10-5 m 1.0x10-5 m

K,.,,, spring fate l.6x10s N/m 1.6x105 N/m

p,,, damping coefficient 90 N/(m/s) 90 N/(m/s)

a,,, static friction gradient 0.5 0.5
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^"2 
Sensitivity Tests on Some Selected Compensators

Additional tests are performed on some of the selected compensatol's to study the effects

of utilizing higher ,eain controls and theil potential to friction compensation. PD control,

PD control with RI compensation, PD control with ROI compensation, PD control with

DNPF compensation and PD control with SRNF compensation are testecl with high gains.

The pararneters used in thesc tests are given in Tab\e 24. Only the trajectory trackiug

tests are used since the step input tests will generate signals much too large for thc

ct¡t'l'ent ant¡rlifier halclwale clue to the lar-qe initial displercement en'ol's. The trajectory

tests have gradual initial incl'eases in displacement errors and thelefore clo not have these

large increases in the input signal. The results of these test are shown in Figule 63 to

Figure 67 inclusive. All of these tests display a decrease in steady-state errors but an

increase in oscillations fot¡nd in the control signal and displacement errors. These

oscillations are also visibly noticeable. Smaller oscillations are present in the Iower

control gain tests of Section 3.3. These high gain lesults reveal that increasing control

gains reduce steady-state enors, but amplify oscillations. These oscillations are from

unwanted noise present in the control system. High gains should thelefore be avoided for

stick-slip friction compensation since they amplify unwanted oscillations.

Table ?-4 Sensitivity parameters for some selected compensators.

Controller KP

V/deg
K,t

V/(deg/s)
Compensator Parameters

PD 5.0 0.25 N/A

PD w/RI 0.40 Ki:40.0 V/(deg.s), I e" | <0.5 oeg

PD w/ROI 0.25 7,."¡:300 ms, V,.o,:2.33 deg/s

PD w/DNPF 0r:0.40 deg

PD w/SRNF v,,,.,:0.40 V, cr:100 deg-r
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Figure 63 PD Control trajectory responses, Sensitivity Test: (a) displacement
effors; (b) 5.0 deg/s control signal breakdown.
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Figure 64 PD Control w/RI compensation trajectory responses, Sensitivity Test:
(a) displacement erlors; (b) 5.0 deg/s control signal breakdown.
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Figure 66 PD Control w/DNPF compensation trajectory responses, Sensitivity
TesL (a) displacement enors; (b) 5.0 deg/s control signal breakdown.
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Figure 67 PD Control w/SRNF compensation trajectory responses, Sensitivity
Test: (a) displacement en'ors; (b) 5.0 deg/s control signal breakdown.


